Announcing the Prynt Case for iPhone 6/6s
Plus, shipping on May 26
Pre-orders for the first photo-printing phone case for iPhone 6
Plus and iPhone 6s Plus open April 26
SAN FRANCISCO — Prynt, maker of the photo-printing phone case, will release the first Prynt Case for
the iPhone 6 Plus and iPhone 6s Plus on Thurs., May 26. Pre-orders open exclusively at www.prynt.co on
Tues., April 26 and quantities are limited.
Prynt is perhaps best known as the "Harry Potter" photo-printer which attaches to your phone. When
you take a photo, the Prynt app also records a short video. Print and hand the photo to a friend and they
can unlock your hidden video from their phone, bringing the photo to life.
The first 100 who pre-order a Prynt Case for iPhone 6/6s Plus will also receive a free two-month
subscription of Prynt Paper. Paper subscriptions just launched among several new features including the
ability to add a GIF behind any Prynt instead of recording a video.
"After receiving thousands of requests for Prynt for the 6 Plus over the last year, we're really happy
to share the great work our team did, making Prynt compatible with even more phones.
— David Zhang, Prynt Co-Founder and CTO

The Prynt Case is $149 for any smartphone model available, which now includes iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone
6s, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5, and Samsung Galaxy S5. Every Prynt Case includes a
free 10-pack of Prynt ZINK® Paper, which is also available on Amazon and via the Prynt app for iOS and
Android.

Would you like to review the Prynt Case?
Contact veronica@prynt.co for more info.

ABOUT PRYNT

Prynt reimagines how we share digital content in the physical world with first-ever photo-printing phone case.
Prynt Photos have short video clips embedded inside so you can share your memories in a way that's tangible
and magical.

The Prynt Case, which raised $1.5 million on crowdfunding website Kickstarter, is available now for iPhone and
Android. The case is fashionable, fun and perfect for parties or music festivals. Each printed photo is also a
sticker! Hand any Prynt to a friend and he or she can unlock the content inside, bringing your photo to life!
Co-Founders Clément Perrot and David Zhang started Prynt in June 2014 in Paris, France. The team has grown
to 20 working in San Francisco.
Prynt's mission is to inspire creativity and communication.
Learn more at www.prynt.co
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